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This paper reports on the development of an automated embedded video surveillance system using two customized embedded
RISC processors. The application is partitioned into object tracking and video stream encoding subsystems. The real-time object tracker is able to detect and track moving objects by video images of scenes taken by stationary cameras. It is based on the
block-matching algorithm. The video stream encoding involves the optimization of an international telecommunications union
(ITU)-T H.263 baseline video encoder for quarter common intermediate format (QCIF) and common intermediate format (CIF)
resolution images. The two subsystems running on two processor cores were integrated and a simple protocol was added to realize
the automated video surveillance system. The experimental results show that the system is capable of detecting, tracking, and encoding QCIF and CIF resolution images with object movements in them in real-time. With low cycle-count, low-transistor count,
and low-power consumption requirements, the system is ideal for deployment in remote locations.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Recent advances of computer technology have made realtime automated video surveillance possible. Automated
video surveillance can monitor large areas with complex
scenes and can be employed to increase the probability of
specific incident detection and at the same time can reduce
the volume of data presented to security personnel.
Such a system consists of an object detection/tracking
component and a video compression component. Detection
of moving objects in the visible range of a video camera
forms the first stage in automated video surveillance systems,
and the detection results are used for further processing, such
as object tracking. Video compression is applied to reduce
the storage and communication channel bandwidth requirements of the scenes captured.
Various real-time tracking methods such as the diﬀerence technique and block-matching algorithms have been
employed in [1] for real-time object tracking. Although a
parallel hardware implementation of the tracking algorithm
has been proposed in [2], to the best of our knowledge,
there is no performance figure available for the hardwareimplemented object tracker.
Despite the tremendous progress that has been made
in the area of video compression, it remains a challenging

problem due to its computational requirements, especially in
real-time embedded systems. To meet those computational
requirements, various approaches that use dedicated hardware acceleration units, parallel processing, and configurable
processors have been proposed.
Several real-time H.263/MPEG-4 video encoder implementations have been reported in the past. The real-time
encoding speed of 30 fps for CIF (352 × 288) pictures has
been achieved in [3] using multiple TMS320C6201 DSPs.
H.263/MPEG-4 is suited for parallel processing as it contains both fine-grained and coarse-grained parallelism. Although the use of hardware acceleration units as reported in
[4, 5] can achieve high encoding performance, hardware is
also less flexible and unsuitable for frequent updates when
compared with software only implementations. Recent work
by [6] has achieved real-time MPEG-4 video encoding of the
15 fps QCIF size images requiring 65.7 MCycles using the
same RISC embedded processor as we use in our case. Our
video encoder is able to encode not only 15 fps QCIF but also
CIF images, with lower cycle-count at the cost of extra hardware. It also consumes less power making it more suitable for
low-power applications.
The task of our automated video surveillance system is
essentially to warn an operator when it detects events which
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may require human intervention and compress the captured
video sequence for transmission and storage. In order to reduce the amount of video information that is actually transmitted and stored, and to further reduce the power consumption of the system, only bit streams with object movements in them are compressed and stored.
The main contribution of this paper is a fast automated
video surveillance system that is capable of detecting, tracking, and encoding QCIF and CIF resolution images in real
time. The system consists of two customized and optimized
processors that will be described in Section 3. Section 2 provides an overview of the overall surveillance system, which
includes algorithms for object detection/tracking and implementation of the video compression standard. Section 3 provides description of implementation of its two major subsystems. The methodology to customize the processor cores to
meet performance requirements is also presented. Section 4
describes building of a multiprocessor solution, simulator for
the multiple processor system-on-chip (MPSoC) system and
its software application. Section 5 presents the results and
discussions followed by conclusions.
2.

AUTOMATED VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

The techniques used for object detection and tracking, the
algorithms employed in the video compression task, and the
architectural decisions made in building our video surveillance system are outlined in this section.
2.1. Object detection and object tracking
Detection of moving objects in video sequences can either
be achieved by comparing each new frame with a representation of the scene background, a process called background
subtraction, or by comparing it with the previous frame using a block-matching algorithm. Then object tracking is applied to track the position of a moving object from the video
sequence.
Techniques which use a background model have the advantage of not being susceptible to textures that do not
move, but have the disadvantage of not being able to detect foreground objects which have similar intensity to the
background. Background modeling techniques can be classified into two broad categories [7]: nonrecursive and recursive. Nonrecursive techniques require the previous N video
frames to be buﬀered, and then estimate the background image based on the temporal variation of each pixel within the
buﬀer. Storage space is required to buﬀer the frames. Some of
the commonly used nonrecursive techniques include frame
diﬀerencing, median filter [8, 9], and nonparametric background model [10]. Recursive techniques do not need to
buﬀer a set of frames for background estimation as those
techniques recursively update a single background model
based on each input frame. Recursive techniques are memory eﬃcient, but input frames from distant past could have
an eﬀect on the current background model. So any error in
the background model can linger for a longer period of time.
Some of the commonly used recursive techniques include ap-
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Figure 1: Schematic of the H.263 encoder.

proximated median filter [11], Kalman filter [12, 13], and
adaptive mixture of Gaussians [14, 15].
Block-matching motion estimation algorithms widely
used in video compression applications have also been used
for moving object detection. The determined motion vectors
can be used for object tracking by grouping or associating
some of the motion vectors into a meaningful scene representation. Some real-time tracking methods based on blockmatching algorithms have been proposed [1, 16, 17].
2.2.

The H.263 encoder overview

The H.263 video compression standard was defined by the
ITU [18] for use in a range of low bit-rate video applications over wireless and public-switched telephone networks.
A generic H.263/MPEG-4 encoder showing transform and
predictive coding is depicted in Figure 1. The main operations that bring about compression include discrete cosine
transform (DCT), inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT),
quantization (Q), inverse quantization (IQ), variable length
coding (VLC), and motion estimation (ME).
A compressed video sequence is made up of a series of
INTRA- and INTER-frames. An INTRA-frame is used as a
reference frame for INTER-frame encoding. It is coded using the DCT, Q, and VLC. INTER-frames are coded using
the ME, and built-on INTRA-frames (or previous INTERframes) with motion vectors. Thus an INTER-frame is not
viewable on its own. In situations where the video sequence
features a scene change, motion vectors will not generate a
valid image. Thus to improve error resilience, H.263 coding
standard calls for at least one INTRA-coded frame every 132
frames [19] or when a scene change takes place.
2.3.

Overall flow of the automated video
surveillance system

Object tracking using both the background subtraction and
block-matching-based approaches have been modeled and
evaluated to determine which one is the most appropriate
for the implementation platform. Flow diagrams of the video
surveillance system using the background subtraction approach and the block-matching-based approach integrated
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Figure 2: Flow diagram of the automated video surveillance system (a) using the background subtraction approach, (b) using the blockmatching-based approach.

with the video encoder are shown in Figures 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively.
In both cases, the video encoder blocks will only execute
if at least one object has been detected in the scene.
The video surveillance system using the background subtraction approach works as follows. The video frame captured and stored in a temporary buﬀer is preprocessed to
remove noise which enables more accurate object detection.
The background model is then updated using one of the nonrecursive or recursive techniques before subtraction of the
current video frame with the background model, followed
by thresholding of the result to create a binary image. Postprocessing is carried out on the segmented objects to reject
false positives. If an object of interest has been detected in
the frame, the video encoder starts executing by reading the
same video frame from the buﬀer; otherwise the content in
the buﬀer can be replaced by the next video frame. The only
data common to both applications is the input video frame.
This method of implementing the object tracker does not allow the benefits oﬀered by the SIMD DSP architecture, which
is available as configuration feature of the used customizable
processor, to be fully utilized due to the fact that it operates
at the pixel level across diﬀerent frames and it requires more
frames to be buﬀered for nonrecursive techniques.
The flow diagram of the video surveillance system using the block-matching-based approach integrated with the
video encoder is shown in Figure 2(b). The reference frame
for the object tracker is simply the previous frame, whereas
the reference frame for the video sequence encoder is the reconstructed frame stored in the frame store. Since the object
tracker processes every frame and the video encoder runs
only when an object is detected, their reference frames are
likely to be diﬀerent most of the time; so two motion estima-

tion blocks (one for the object tracker and the other in the
video encoder) are required.
3.

IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes briefly the processor core that has
been used in our application and the implementation
through processor customization of individual components
that comprise the automated video surveillance application.
3.1.

Xtensa configurable processor core

Tensilica’s Xtensa processor [20] is a configurable, extensible, and synthesizable processor core which can be easily
customized and integrated into system-on-chip (SoC) designs. The Xtensa base architecture includes a 32-bit ALU,
as many as 64- and 32-bit general-purpose registers, and 80base instructions, including 16- and 24-bit RISC instruction
encoding with combined branch instructions, such as combined compare-and-branch and zero-overhead loops. SoC
designers can add application-specific instructions to define
new registers, register files, execution units, and custom data
types using the Tensilica Instruction Extension (TIE) language. Using the Xtensa processor generator; designers can
also add Vectra DSP engine extensions. Xtensa is supported
with five main development tools, including a GNU-based
software-development suite, the XCC (Xtensa C/C++ compiler), the instruction set simulator (ISS) and Xtensa modeling protocol (XTMP) API, the TIE compiler, and the mentor
graphics X ray debugger. The ISS provides information on
the contents of the registers in use and the output available
at the processor interface, and the profiling tool measures the
number of clock cycles spent performing specific tasks.
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Table 1: Comparison of performance with and without software optimizations.
Unoptimized (GCC-o0)

Function

Optimized (GCC-o3)

Cycle-count (MCycles)

Percentage

Cycle-count (MCycles)

Percentage

Speed-up
ratio

DCT

1129.09

55.90%

20.31

7.15%

55.60

IDCT

271.06

13.42%

6.92

2.44%

39.17

ME

465.14

23.03%

105.44

37.11%

4.41

Q

54.93

2.72%

55.36

19.48%

0.99

IQ

2.61

10.13%

2.79

0.98%

0.94

VLC

10.41

0.52%

6.55

2.30%

1.59

Others

86.59

4.29%

86.77

30.54%

1.00

2019.84

100.00%

284.14

100.00%

7.11

Encoder

3.2. Implementation of the H.263 video encoder
Our methodology consists of optimizing the most computationally intensive software functions with more eﬃcient algorithms, selecting the Xtensa processor with diﬀerent configurable coprocessor core options, and adding new specific instructions to improve the performance. This is done through
estimating the performance of the encoder after each customization (such as adding new instruction to the ISA) is
implemented. The software encoder to be optimized is version 1.7 of the TMN (test model near-term) encoder from
Telenor R&D [21] which is compliant with the ITU-T H.263
baseline recommendation, with motion vector not allowed
to point outside image borders. PB-frames (bidirectionally
predicted frames) are not used.
Table 1 shows the profile information of the H.263 encoder for the container video sequence [22] in QCIF resolution at bit rate of 64 kbps and frame rate of 15 frames per
second (fps) without any optimizations using the Xtensa V
base processor. The results are collected by the Xtensa ISS.
It is evident that the most computationally intensive functions are DCT and IDCT. The application was compiled by
the GNU C compiler (GCC) and the highest compiler optimization level (-o3) was used to improve the performance.
This resulted in approximately 43% performance improvement compared with no compiler optimization.
Optimization techniques used to reduce the computational requirements of the H.263 video encoder can be classified into two classes: software optimizations such as using
more eﬃcient algorithms coded in programming language C,
and architectural optimizations specific to the Xtensa processor core that is being used for the encoder implementation.
3.2.1. Software optimizations
The profile information shown in Table 1 has identified DCT
and IDCT as the most compute intensive functions as both
functions operated on floating-point number variables. DCT
and IDCT functions are optimized with a fast algorithm
[23] based on [24, 25] that carry out operations by using

fixed-point numbers. Fixed-point operations along with a
fast DCT algorithm have improved DCT and IDCT performance by ratios of 55.6 and 39.2, respectively, as shown in
Table 1. The tradeoﬀ in using the new DCT/IDCT algorithm
is that Q and IQ functions take slightly longer, as the DCT
algorithm generates fewer zero valued DCT coeﬃcients. As
a result, more nonzero coeﬃcients need to be quantized and
dequantized, and fewer runs of zeros enter the VLC. However, the impact on performance is insignificant as the modulus 64 operations in the VLC function were replaced with a
faster in-lined function which subtracts 64’s to compute the
remainder. The new VLC function executes 1.59 times faster
than the original one.
For motion estimation we selected an in-house developed algorithm [19] which uses two-step search (2SS) on
12 × 12 pixel blocks to determine motion vectors without
compromising performance. This can lower the contribution
of the ME function by up to five times when compared to full
search algorithms.
Besides the algorithmic optimizations, eﬀorts were made
to reduce copying large amounts of data around (which constitutes the major part of “Others” row in Table 1). Instead of
copying arrays of data, whenever possible they were replaced
with pointers, which are more eﬃcient in terms of speed and
memory usage.
3.2.2. Processor configuration
The Xtensa processor’s configuration options include multipliers and multiply-accumulate units (MACs), a floatingpoint unit, variable processor-interface (PIF) width (32, 64,
or 128 bit), big- and little-endian byte ordering, DSP engines, memory-management options, local data and instruction caches, and separate ROM and RAM areas.
In our design, the video encoding processor has been
configured with the Vectra V1620-8 DSP engine, which uses
an 8-way single instruction multiple data (SIMD) architecture and has four 16 × 16 multiply, and 40-bit accumulate
MAC units. The core was also configured with a 128-bit PIF,
which is critical for the memory interface performance.
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3.2.3. Machine-specific optimizations with TIE
Processor extensions created with the TIE language utilize
two basic code-optimization methods: reduce execution cycles by combining multiple operations into one TIE instruction and reduce execution cycles by operating on multiple
data elements simultaneously (SIMD). A substantial reduction in the required number of operations can be made by
using the combination of TIE and the Xtensa processors 128bit maximum bus width. The encoder which requires many
data reads and writes from memory between various blocks
shown in the diagram in Figure 1. By configuring the processor with a 128-bit bus width, time spent on copying arrays of
data between the main functions can be reduced as it is able
to load or store 128 bits at a time.
The addition of TIE instructions can lead to higher performance of the application; however, adding TIE instructions may incur an increase in the latency of the processor,
which reduces clock frequency. Since the simulator only considers cycle-count as the performance measurement of an application, thus care was taken to ensure that instructions that
require more than one clock cycle to complete execution are
defined as multicycle TIE instructions.
DCT and IDCT coeﬃcients are computed using the DSP,
which is capable of carrying out additions on eight pixels
or multiplications on four pixels simultaneously. The Vectra
DSP engine’s architecture allows data, coeﬃcients, and intermediate results of the DCT and IDCT algorithms to be
maintained in the vector registers. For both DCT and IDCT
computations, once all 64 input values have been loaded into
the DSP engine over the Xtensa 128-bit data bus, the data
required for the computation are kept in the vector registers until the output values have been computed and are
ready to be written into memory, thus reducing memory
bandwidth requirements, which improves application performance. A significant number of clock cycles are spent performing zigzag scanning of DCT coeﬃcients. Performance of
reordering data in arrays has been improved by carrying out
the operation in hardware. The new TIE instruction is able
to reorder 8 elements in 11 clock cycles.
Two separate functions for quantization and coded block
pattern (CBP) bitmask calculation were merged into one.
Since the function for CBP calculation uses quantized DCT
coeﬃcients as input, computation time can be reduced by
eliminating store and load operations when the two functions are merged as the input data required for the CBP function are already in the DSP’s registers.
The division operation is very costly for fixed-point processors. During the quantization process, one division for every pixel has to be performed. The division operations have
been replaced with shift operations taking place in the Vectra DSP to reduce the computational complexity. This means
that the quantization factor is limited to values of 2x such as
2, 4, 8, or 16.
Motion estimation is performed on only luminance macroblocks and uses sum of absolute diﬀerence (SAD) as the error measure. SIMD SAD hardware capable of executing three
SAD component operations on 16 pixels every clock cycle us-
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ing TIE and Xtensa processor’s 128-bit maximum bus width
was added.
When calculating SAD, data from within the search window is not always aligned on 16-byte boundaries. Since the
Xtensa processor treats an unaligned address as if it was
aligned by ignoring the least-significant address bits, two TIE
instructions have been added to support unaligned 128-bit
memory references.
Other instructions implemented and a brief description
of each instruction for both the video encoder and the object
tracker can be found in [26].
3.3.

Implementation of the object detector/tracker

The purpose of the object tracker is to identify pixels that
are associated with moving objects from a video sequence.
The implementation should be able to track road vehicles
(i.e., cars, trucks, and motorcycles), but should also be general enough to be applied for tracking people or other moving objects. It is assumed that the video sequences to be processed for object tracking are captured by motionless cameras. The object tracker needs to be able to process video
sequences at 15 fps (CIF images) since it is a limitation imposed by the video encoder. Two diﬀerent approaches were
explored during the development of the object tracker: background subtraction and block matching.
3.3.1. Background subtraction
The first approach taken for object detection is based on
a background modeling and subtraction approach which
uses luminance information only. Although it is argued by
[8, 27] that color is better than luminance at identifying objects in low-contrast areas and suppressing shadow cast by
moving objects, the increase in complexity is significant as
background modeling techniques maintain an independent
model for each pixel and thus real-time processing may not
be achieved if Y, Cb, and Cr components all need to be processed.
The eﬀectiveness of diﬀerent noise removal techniques,
background modeling techniques and foreground object extraction techniques were evaluated visually by comparing
output binary images with input images. The criterion for
evaluating diﬀerent methods is based on the goodness of the
segmented binary image. Meaning that in the segmented binary image there are no more objects than those present in
the input image, and objects’ size are as close as possible to
their size in the input image.
Spatial noise is reduced in the preprocessing stage using
the Gaussian filtering technique. The 3×3 Gaussian filter kernel was selected to smooth/blur the luminance component
of the video sequences. The median filtering background
modeling technique was chosen despite its high memory requirement as other techniques mentioned in Section 2 (other
than adaptive mixture of Gaussians which was not tested
due to concerns about its computational complexity) did not
provide satisfactory results. The downside of this method
aroused when it came to optimizing its performance for
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the Vectra DSP. The DSP may not provide much increase
in performance as medians need to be calculated for pixels located across several buﬀers for all the spatial locations.
Thus, it would take considerably longer to update the background using the median filter than the other two methods.
Foreground objects are then separated from the background
and segmented using local adaptive thresholding technique
[28] and a sequential two-pass, nonrecursive connected
components algorithm [29]. Object sizes obtained during the
component labeling process are used to remove noise in binary images by applying a size filter.
A problem that the background subtraction techniques
suﬀer from is the slow speed of object tracking. Profiling results obtained using the Xtensa ISS showed that real-time object tracking cannot be achieved using the background subtraction approach as it only delivers performance of 2 fps
when simulated using a 200 MHz Xtensa V base processor.
There are no performance figures for embedded platform
implementations of pixelwise background subtraction object
trackers from the literature surveyed. The implementation of
a stationary vehicle detection algorithm [30], which is similar to the object tracker as it also maintains a background
model of the observed scene, uses a 600 MHz TMS320C6416
DSP platform and obtained performance of only 2.4 fps. The
performance figure provides evidence supporting the suspicion that real-time object tracking cannot be achieved even
with the addition of application-specific extensions. Thus no
machine-specific optimizations with TIE were carried out
and another approach was explored and adopted to track objects in real-time.
3.3.2. Block-matching-based object tracker
By using this method, real-time visual processing can be
achieved as working at the macroblock level can significantly
reduce the number of operations. Block matching, which is
adopted by many current video coding standards, is the most
popular method among other approaches for motion analysis. The block-matching-based method relies on the assumption that the variation of illumination is slow compared to
the intensity variations caused by moving objects and that
the fast variations in the spatio-temporal intensity are due to
local motion.
The block-matching algorithm used is the two-step
search algorithm [8]. A structure MotionVector is defined to
store each motion vector and its SAD. A 2-dimensional array
of the MotionVector structure was created to hold motion
vector information for each block from the current frame,
9 × 11 of MotionVector structures for QCIF images, and
18 × 22 MotionVector structures for CIF images. This information needs to be stored for analysis of object movements
later.
Two binary images are required: one for the previous
frame, and one for the current frame. Both binary images
have the same dimensions as the array of MotionVector
structures, and they can only have values 0 or 1. In a single
pass, every MotionVector structure’s SAD value is compared
to an experimentally determined threshold. If a block’s SAD
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value is greater than or equal to the threshold and the motion vector’s x and y components are not equal to zero, then
the block is considered to have motion in it and the corresponding position of the binary image for the current frame
is assigned the value 1, otherwise it is assigned the value 0.
Another pass through the MotionVector array is required
to detect slow moving objects and objects that have become
stationary. This is accomplished with the assistance of previous frame’s binary image. It looks for the value 1 in the
previous frame’s binary image, and every time the value 1 is
found, it checks the SAD value of the corresponding position
in the MotionVector array. During this pass, the threshold
used for classifying whether motion exists in the block or not
has been lowered substantially in order to detect slow moving
objects and objects that have come to a halt. It works based
on the assumption that if there was an object in the specific
position in the previous frame and it has not been detected
in the current frame during the first pass through the MotionVector array, then the object would have slowed down or
stopped moving; thus causing the SAD value computed to be
below the first threshold used. The binary image of the current image is updated after thresholding in the same manner
as in the first pass. However, this only detects stationary objects for one frame after it stops moving.
A pass through the binary image of the current frame is
performed to resolve the aperture problem. It assumes that
blocks at an object’s boundary have been detected in earlier
steps and only the interior of the object is missing. Every
block of the binary image of the current frame is scanned,
and the number of neighbors with the value 1 is counted. A
block with the value 0 is considered to be the interior block
and assigned the value 1 if four or more of its neighboring
blocks have the value 1.
The same sequential two-pass, nonrecursive connected
components algorithm used in the background subtraction
design is used in this case. This time, instead of finding connected components from 101376 pixels in the binary images
(number of pixels for the luminance component) of CIF images, only 242 pixels (number of macroblocks) need to be
processed using the block-matching-based object tracking
method. Once the objects have been segmented, the centroid
coordinates of the objects are calculated.
3.3.3. Optimization of the real-time object tracker
The object tracker only needs to be able to process video sequences at 15 fps (CIF resolution) as the video encoder is capable of encoding 15 fps. Therefore, the object tracker only
needs to finish processing the current frame before the video
encoder finishes encoding the previous frame.
Table 2 shows the profile information of the object
tracker processing 15 frames of a typical CIF resolution video
sequence. From Table 2, it is evident that the most computationally intensive function is the motion estimation function,
which takes up 94.2% of the processing time required. The
real-time tracking method is based on the block-matching
algorithm, thus some of the optimizations made to the
video encoder can also be applied to the object tracker. The
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Table 2: Performance of object tracker without optimizations.
Unoptimized (GCC-o0)

Function

(MCycles)

Percentage

561.79

94.15%

Connected component
labeling

4.43

0.74%

Read input image

2.39

0.40%

Evaluation of motion
within macroblocks

1.51

0.25%

26.59

4.46%

596.70

100.00%

Block matching

Others
Object tracker

two-step search motion estimation algorithm was already
used when the application was developed in the Microsoft visual C++ 6.0 development environment, no further software
optimizations were considered to be necessary as there are
no other compute intensive functions. Machine-specific optimizations were made by adding TIE instructions to speed
up the motion estimation function. The TIE instructions that
have been added are 128-bit load and store, and 128-bit unaligned load for motion estimation.
Minimal Xtensa processor extensions have been used to
minimize the hardware cost and power consumption while
providing suﬃcient performance. Only the 128-bit PIF has
been configured for the 128-bit memory load and store instructions.
4.

MULTIPROCESSOR SYSTEM

The previous section described the implementation of the
individual components that comprise the automated video
surveillance application. In this section we discuss the integration of two heterogeneous processors, building of a
simulator for the MPSoC system, synchronization mechanism adopted, and simulation of a system composed of these
application-specific processors and their applications.
4.1. Xtensa modeling protocol
The Xtensa ISS is an instruction-cycle accurate instruction
set simulation model which is appropriate for simulating and
verifying the behavior of a single Xtensa processor connected
to simple memories. The Xtensa modeling protocol (XTMP)
extends the ISS application programming interface (API) to
allow for simulation of designs with multiple processors or
custom hardware devices.
XTMP models communication between cores and devices as transactions, not as signals, with a positive eﬀect
on the simulation speed and ease of development of the
model, but it aﬀects the accuracy of the developed model.
The XTMP simulator runs faster than a hardware description language (HDL) simulator as the simulator and device

models written in C do not need to model every signal transition for every gate and register.
4.2.

System memory map

The automated video surveillance application has two tasks
that are executed on two processors, the object detection/tracking application runs on core 1 (called u1 s1) while
the video encoding application runs on core 2 (u1 s2). A
shared memory module of 64 kB was created as data is shared
between the processors. When an object has been detected by
the object tracking processor, the raw input pixels need to be
shared with the video encoding processor. In the system a
single global address space does not exist; instead two separate memory maps are established and each processor has its
own address space. Each processor has its own private system
ROM and RAM, and the processors share a common memory module which appears at diﬀerent addresses of individual processors.
The processors and memory modules are connected
via an intermediary object called a connector using the
XTMP connect() function. The connector is connected to
the cores via the cores’ PIF, and allows multiple cores and
multiple devices to be attached to it. It routes processor
read/write transactions to memories and provides an address
mapping capability. The XTMP multiAddressMapConnector has been used to define a processor-specific address space
so that each processor can use the same address to access a
diﬀerent memory module as well as allowing each processor
to use a diﬀerent address to access a shared memory module.
4.3.

Synchronization mechanism

Synchronization is needed to ensure that data and control
dependencies are correctly enforced before a processor performs the next task assigned to it. All synchronization involves waiting, and the two schemes that can be used to wait
are busy wait and block.
The two processors only need to communicate when an
object has been detected by the object tracking processor as
the video encoding processor will be operating on shared
data; otherwise the object detection processor could overwrite the data before the video encoding processor is finished
with it. Raw pixels of the input video frame are written to the
shared memory by core 1 if an object has been detected in
the scene. The pixels stored in the shared memory are then
read by core 2 into its private memory before encoding it
into an H.263 bit-stream. Core 1 may only proceed to write
to the shared memory if it is informed by core 2 that it has
finished reading data from it. Since it does not take long for
core 2 to complete the read operation, core 1 is expected to
wait for short durations of time so busy wait is the appropriate wait scheme for core 1. On the other hand, the blocking wait scheme is more appropriate for core 2 as it spends
long periods of time waiting for core 1 to determine whether
there are any moving objects in the scene. As the video encoder only encodes video scenes with object movements, depending on the system ’s placement, a considerable amount
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Table 3: Number of bytes of shared data for QCIF and CIF resolution images.
Video

Object tracker
(core 1)

Video encoder
(core 2)

Start

Image resolution

Component

QCIF

CIF

Y

25.344

101.376

Cb

6.336

25.344

Cr

6.336

25.344

Total (bytes)

38.016

152.064

Process frame for
object tracking
Start
False

(1) Core 2 sends the symbol 9 via FIFO1 to inform core 1
that it may write to the shared memory and then stalls.
(2) Core 1 waits until it receives the symbol 9 via FIFO1.
Then, it proceeds to write 64 kB of Y pixels to the
shared memory and sends the symbol 0 via FIFO2 to
notify core 2 that 64 kB of Y pixels is ready to be read.
(3) When core 2 receives the symbol 0 via FIFO2, it reads
64 kB of Y pixels from the shared memory to its private
memory before sending acknowledgment symbol 0 to
core 1 via FIFO1.
(4) After the acknowledgment symbol 0 is received by core
1, it writes 35 kB of Y, 24.75 kB of Cb, and 4.25 kB of
Cr pixels to the shared memory and notifies core 2 by
sending the symbol 1 via FIFO2.

FIFO 1 = 9

True
False

of time could be spent waiting. It is beneficial for the video
encoding processor to stall while waiting for a considerable
amount of time as the processor could be transited into lowpower mode and energy saving can be made with little impact on performance. A dual-FIFO device connected to the
processors’ Xtensa local memory interface (XLMI) ports that
supports both wait schemes from [31] has been added to facilitate synchronization.
The 64 kB shared memory is suﬃcient for QCIF resolution images as the raw pixels require 38.016 bytes of memory per frame as shown in Table 3. The 64 kB shared memory is not suﬃcient to store an entire CIF resolution image
(152 064 bytes) in one transfer, but to reduce hardware costs
a CIF frame can be transferred through the 64 kB shared
memory by breaking it into three parts as time taken for synchronization is negligible compared to the time required to
process an entire frame by the object tracker. Data from the
shared memory is accessed using the 128-bit load and store
TIE instructions in the same way as accessing private memories. The addresses are passed to the 128-bit memory reference functions when they are called, and the address is automatically updated once an access is complete.
Figure 3 shows the control flow diagrams of the object
tracker and the video encoder. The flow control used is similar to the stop-and-wait protocol used in the data-link level of
the open systems interconnect (OSI) model, which requires
the receiver to send an acknowledgment in return for the data
received. Every time the object tracker writes new data to the
shared memory, it waits for an acknowledgment from the
video encoder before writing new data to the shared memory again. The order over all of the synchronization actions
of an execution for CIF resolution images is as follows.

No. of
objects > 0

FIFO 1 = 9
True
Write 64 kB of Y to
shared memory
FIFO 2 = 0

Encode previous frame
stored in private
memory (if any)

FIFO 2 = 0

False

True
False

FIFO 1 = 0

True
Write 35 kB of Y, 24.75 kB of
Cb & 4.25 kB of Cr to shared
memory FIFO 2 = 1
False

FIFO 1 = 1
True
Write 20.5 kB of Cr
to shared memory
FIFO 2 = 2

False

FIFO 1 = 2

Read 64 kB of Y
from shared memory
FIFO 1 = 0

FIFO 2 = 1

False

True
Read 35 kB of Y, 24.75 kB
of Cb & 4.25 kB of Cr from
shared memory FIFO 1 = 1

FIFO 2 = 2

False

True
Read 20.5 kB of Cr
from shared memory
FIFO 1 = 2

True

Figure 3: Control flow charts of the object tracker and the video
encoder.

(5) When core 2 receives the symbol 1, it reads 35 kB of
Y, 24.75 kB of Cb, and 4.25 kB of Cr pixels from the
shared memory to its private memory before sending
acknowledgment symbol 1 to core 1.
(6) After the acknowledgment symbol 1 is received by core
1, it writes 20.5 kB of Cr pixels to the shared memory
and notifies core 2 by sending symbol 2 via FIFO2.
(7) When core 2 receives symbol 2, it reads 20.5 kB of Cr
pixels from the shared memory to its private memory
before sending the acknowledgment symbol 2 to core
1. Core 2 sends symbol 9 via FIFO1 to inform core 1
that the data in the shared memory is no longer required and core 2 starts encoding the received frame.
(8) Core 1 waits for acknowledgment from core 2 to confirm that the entire frame has been sent before proceeding to process the next frame.
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Table 4: Comparison of performance without and with TIE optimizations.
Without TIE (GCC-o3)

Function

Cycle-count

With TIE (XCC-o3)
Cycle-count

Percentage

(MCycles)

Speed-up
ratio

Percentage

(MCycles)

DCT

20.31

7.15%

3.23

6.60%

6.29

IDCT

6.92

2.44%

1.96

4.00%

3.53

105.44

37.11%

20.56

41.99%

5.13

55.36

19.48%

1.20

2.45%

46.13

ME
Q
IQ

2.79

0.98%

0.46

0.94%

6.07

VLC

6.55

2.30%

1.57

3.21%

4.17

86.77

30.54%

19.99

40.82%

4.34

284.14

100.00%

48.97

100.00%

5.80

Others
Encoder

Xtensa V
(core 2)

Xtensa V
(core 1)

Video encoding
extensions

XLMI Dual-FIFO XLMI
device

Block matching
extensions

PIF

Function

Bridge Bridge

Grandma

Car

Foreman Highway

close

far

phone

DCT

3.23

3.23

3.23

3.23

3.23

3.23

IDCT

2.94

1.16

0.45

4.23

5.34

3.41

19.79

22.67

19.94

21.11

22.37

22.21

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

PIF
Connector

System
RAM 1

Table 5: Profile information of video encoder compressing QCIF
video sequences with little (first three columns) and substantial (last
three columns) motion (MCycles).

System
ROM 1

Shared
memory

System
RAM 2

System
ROM 2

Figure 4: Structure of the multiprocessor system.

ME
Q
IQ

0.67

0.27

0.10

0.96

1.17

0.77

VLC

1.87

0.73

0.62

3.99

6.53

2.43

Others

19.95

19.31

19.06

20.43

20.94

20.12

Encoder

49.65

48.58

44.61

55.16

60.79

53.37

The multiprocessor system configuration is shown in Figure
4.
5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The cache explorer has been used to analyze diﬀerent possible cache configurations and determine which of them is optimal for the application. The H.263 video encoder core was
configured with a direct-mapped, 16 KB instruction cache
with cache line size of 64 bytes and a 2-way set associative 32 KB data cache with cache line size of 64 bytes. Cache
configuration for the object tracker is not as crucial as the
video encoder is the limiting factor in terms of performance.
Therefore, the object tracker was configured with 8 KB direct
mapped instruction cache with line size of 64 bytes, and 8 KB
2-way set associative data cache with line size of 64 bytes.
The software optimizations and addition of video
compression-specific TIE instructions to the customized
processor core resulted in performance improvement of 41.2
times over the original TMN encoder version 1.7. This improvement has allowed real-time H.263 video encoding of

15 fps QCIF and CIF size images requiring 49 and 205 million clock cycles, respectively. Table 4 shows the performance
results for both the software optimized and TIE optimized
encoders. The Xtensa C and C++ compiler (XCC) provides
better execution performance and smaller size of the compiled code when compared with the GCC compiler. Among
the slowest operations in ANSI C are copying arrays of data.
These are shown in Table 4 under the “Others” category.
Further results which illustrate performance of the optimized processor for video encoding of some standard video
sequences [22] are shown in Table 5, for QCIF video sequences, and in Table 6, for CIF video sequences.
The results shown in Table 7 were obtained using the
standalone Xtensa ISS built for the object tracking processor. The video sequences with internal names kwbB, rheinhafen, taxi, bad, and dtneu-nebel were downloaded from [32]
and resized to 352 × 288 using VirtualDub version 1.65 [33].
Table 5 shows that 15 CIF resolution images can be processed
in 128 million clock cycles for all video sequences tested,
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Table 6: Profile information of video encoder compressing CIF resolution sequences (MCycles).

Table 8: Video encoding and object tracking processor configuration specifications for standard EDA flow.

Function

Processor Parameter

Bridge close

Bridge far

Highway

Hall Monitor

DCT

12.95

12.96

12.95

12.95

IDCT

10.18

6.00

12.83

10.02

ME

82.23

98.67

95.01

82.78

Q

4.95

4.95

4.94

4.95

IQ

2.29

1.36

2.87

2.26

VLC

7.89

3.44

8.72

5.18

77.56

75.96

78.51

77.44

198.05

203.34

215.83

195.58

Others
Encoder

Table 7: Profile information of object tracker processing 15 CIF
resolution frames (MCycles).
Function

kwbB Rheinhafen Taxi
81.09

84.51 95.30

91.59

Connected
component
labeling

0.68

0.55

0.46

0.83

0.35

Output file
generation
(evaluation)

3.04

4.20

4.20

4.62

2.99

Finding motion
within
macroblocks

0.30

0.32

0.66

0.33

0.30

26.88
115.52

26.26
112.42

Others
Object tracker

26.61 26.56
116.44 127.64

27.11
122.34

significantly less than the number of clock cycles required by
the video encoder to encode 15 CIF resolution frames.
The final processor core configurations of both the video
encoder and the object tracker are shown in Table 8. The
200 MHz processor core configured for object tracking has
lower gate count and power dissipation compared to the
205 MHz processor core. This is due to the V1620-8 DSP
configured for the video encoder processor core, which
added approximately 75.000 to the gate count and 34 mW to
power dissipation. The power consumption is an estimation
provided by Xtensa Xplorer tool. It is based on the synthesis results of placed and routed units from library of components used in Xtensa processor. An accurate estimation of
power consumption should be done after the physical synthesis of the processor core and running the target application.
More TIE instructions also had to be added to the video
encoder application to achieve real-time performance of 15
CIF frames per second. The video encoding core has been
configured with larger instruction and data caches, thus explaining the big diﬀerence in area (including caches/local
memories).

Core 2

Process

0.13 µm

0.13 µm

Frequency of operation

200 MHz

205 MHz

Power dissipation

20 mW

57 mW

Configured processor gate count

40,420

122,900

TIE instruction gate count

13,700

28,042

Area (core only)

0.36 mm2

1.75 mm2

Area (including
Caches/Local memories)

1.55 mm2

4.01 mm2

Table 9: Clock cycles required by the automated video surveillance
system to process 15 CIF resolution frames (MCycles).

Bad Dtneu nebel

Block matching 84.62

Core 1

Object tracker Video encoder

kwbB Rheinhafen
Video encoder 200.19
Object tracker 187.55
Entire
200.19
application

Taxi

Bad

Dtneu nebel

195.83
183.09

198.28 227.27
185.48 212.67

205.02
191.61

195.83

198.28 227.27

205.02

Table 9 shows that the object tracker system requires
more clock cycles to process the frames when it is integrated
with the video encoder. Additional clock cycles are spent by
the processors for synchronization and reading/writing from
the shared memory. With the exception of the bad sequence
which contains a large number of objects, Table 7 shows
that all the sequences can be encoded in less than 205 million clock cycles. Calculating an average of the results (some
of which are not shown in Table 7), the automated video
surveillance system requires 195 MCycles to process 15 CIF
resolution frames.
The specification of H.263/MPEG-4 video encoder and
its comparison with the solution from [6] are shown in
Table 10. Our design has a higher gate count figure which
is contributed by the use of the Vectra DSP. Also, it should
be noted that at this processor speed our encoder can handle
CIF images too.
6.

CONCLUSIONS

The design of a reactive real-time automated visual surveillance application using the Xtensa platform was presented.
The application is partitioned into object tracking and video
stream encoding subsystems and is executed on two separate
processors.
The video stream encoding subsystem has been realized by optimizing a software H.263 video encoder using
the Xtensa configurable and extensible embedded processor
to provide real-time QCIF and CIF encoding. Experimental results have shown that performance improvement after software optimizations and Xtensa-specific optimizations
are 7.1 and 41.2 times, respectively, when compared with the
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Table 10: Optimized encoder hardware cost.
Our encoder Kim and Kuo [6]
Speed (MHz)

205 MHz

188 MHz

Configured processor gate
count

122,900+

59,970∗

TIE instruction gate count

27,000

Not stated

Power consumption

57 mW

98 mW

Area (core only)

1.75 mm2

1.37 mm2

Area (including caches/local
memories)

4.01 mm2

3.17 mm2

Cycle-count (to encode 15
QCIF frames)

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
49.0 MCycles

65.7 Mcycles

+ Cache

memories are not included.
Gate count includes TIE instructions but does not include cache
memories.

[8]

∗

[9]

original TMN encoder. The improvement allows encoding
of 15 fps QCIF and CIF while requiring 49 and 205 million
clock cycles, respectively.
The fast and accurate object tracker based on a blockmatching algorithm was successfully tested for diﬀerent objects using video sequences taken by motionless cameras.
Some TIE instructions designed for the video compression
application were reused to allow moving objects to be tracked
in real time. The object tracker is able to process 15 CIF resolution frames of the test video sequences in 130 million clock
cycles.
The automated video surveillance application was implemented using two Xtensa cores communicating through
shared memory and synchronized through a dual FIFO. A
multiprocessor simulator program was developed using the
instruction-set simulator API provided by Tensilica for simulation of the automated video surveillance application on
the multiprocessor system-on-chip architecture. The object
tracking and video stream encoding subsystems’ processor
cores are operating at 200 MHz and 205 MHz, respectively.
The experimental results show that the fast parameterized automated video surveillance system is capable of detecting, tracking, and encoding QCIF and CIF resolution images in real time.
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